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The ball rattled in the can, an unwelcome alert to the colour running dry. She was almost 
finished so she tried to coax a little more from the Montana black needed to complete the wall
stencil. She shook the can horizontally like rolling dice,

“C’mon baby…”

Sweet-talking to the dregs of paint lurking in the can, she sprayed again and the 
remaining liquid splattered out in clumps through a suddenly blocked nozzle. Her gut 
reaction was always a lurching, ‘Crap!’ tempered by the thought that those imperfections 
added life to the characters. Chunkiness added texture. The anomalies detracted from the 
too-smoothness and gave the reassurance of being handmade. She thought of her work as 
endearing unlike the breathtaking images, which looked like they could have been 
generated by a computer.

She squatted and removed her mask. The rubbery saliva smell was immediately joined 
by the heady stink of paint chemicals. Wiping the sweat off her face would mean leaving 
behind smears and flecks of paint. She marvelled at how she managed to unconsciously 
lose her gloves during the process of creation.

The light was fading into the belated dusk of daylight savings. It was time to close the 
circle. Finish the spell, or pack up and go eat a chicken schnitzel at the pub next door. Now
came the question of whether or not to wait until the procurement of more back paint or fill
in with another colour.

Did she want the satisfaction of a finished job or the esteem that comes with being 
meticulous? Knowing the latter was the right choice she thought ‘fuck that’ and picked up 
a burnt orange and started to shake. Then picking up a desert red with her left hand she 
performed the tight ritual of the double shake, using the same mental preparation as a 
martial artist about to perform with a weapon in both hands. Yet it was also like a pianist, 
so whether there was to be little force or intense pressure in the act, it was the intent, the 
control that mattered.

She faded the two colours in to the bottom of the figure’s torso before it disappeared 
into the pavement. The overspray leaving delightful abstract patches on the street like an 
impressionist sunset. One final flourish accompanied by that feeling of separation that 
comes with knowing that the creation lives independently of the artist.

She stepped backwards, cans hanging loosely in her fingers, eyes covering all edges 
checking and double-checking with a building excitement. When convinced, she dropped 
the cans and rushed forward, recklessly ripping off sections of tape, then paused to take a 
breath before much more carefully peeling off the plastic stencil. It was the last of three 
layers and even though it was her own work the crisp aliveness that the seamless edges 
gave the figure made her mumble beautiful, beautiful into the fist held up to her mouth – 
the universal reaction to the first seconds of seeing something newborn.

The figure was a matador, his chest puffed out in a suicidal fashion like he was armour 
plated. Impervious, he taunted the gouging force of sharpened horn behind a steam train of 
muscle. His jacket was as detailed as a wedding dress. His hands thrust behind him with 



the arrogance of a flamenco stance. However, where his sneering mouth should have been 
was a goat’s head. Appearing pagan in its traditional forms of a long, horsey nose and 
ridged, spiralled horns. His eyes were vaguely menacing in their vacancy, but the smile 
cavorting around his mouth was an imp with a tiny pitchfork.
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